FLIPBOOKS
Our Flipbooks are a convenient tool to access books on the go!

1. Where are Flipbooks located?
All of our available flipbooks can be located in the following locations:
Fabric -> Collections by Season or Trim -> View all Collections
and selecting “Flipbook” under the image of our book

Select “Collections by Season”

Select a Flipbook

2. The Basics
Flipbooks offer a range of tools but first we need to review the basic ways navigate a
flipbook.

Flipping the pages - You can flip through our flipbooks by either using the arrow keys on your
keyboard, clicking the arrows located on the left and right of the book (yellow), clicking the
arrows on the bottom of the book (pink), or you can flip to the first or last page (green). If you
know the page number you are trying to find, you can type it into the field located under
the book (red).
The Information - Flipbooks offer the same information located in a physical book, but you
can also view the fabric on the website by either clicking on the QR code if viewing the
book online, or scanning the QR code if you have a printed page of the flipbook. (QR code
highlighted blue).
Searching - Similar to our website, you can search for patterns or
colors within the current flipbook (orange). Just type in what you’re
looking for and hit “enter” on your keyboard, the search dialog will
pop up (right) and show you the results, click on any of them to go to
that page. This search function isn’t limited to patter/color, if you’re
looking for something that passes NFPA 260, type it into the search
bar and the results will display.

2. Advanced Tools - Bookmarks

Bookmarks offer a great way to save the fabric you like to
refer to at a later point in time.
1) Find the fabric you like and select the bookmark
(yellow in image above)
2) A box will pop up (right) and ask you to assign a label
name and color for the bookmark.
3) Select which page to apply the bookmark to (either
the left or right page you are currently viewing).
After you apply bookmarks, you can view them all in 2
places.
1) Click on the bookmark button again (yellow in image
above) and the same box will pop up (right)
2) You will see a list of all your bookmarks, simply click on
the name to go directly to that page
or
1) On the left side of the book you will see a tab for each
bookmark, click on the tab to go directly the that page.
*you can always edit the name/color of you bookmarks by clicking
on the pencil icon (red) and then typing in a new name or selecting
a new color, click save (green) when you’re done.
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2. Advanced Tools - Sharing

You can share/send a page directly from the flipbook!
1) Go to the page you are wanting to share with someone
2) Click on the share button (yellow in image above)
		
and the share pop up box will display (below)

From here you have many ways you can share
1) If you are with someone, they can scan the QR code with their phone and that will take
them to the flipbook page
2) Click on any of the share icons to share it to that specific platform
3) Click “Copy” to copy the URL and you can paste that link into emails that will take
someone to flipbook page
*If you are sharing a specific page, make sure “Insert Current Page” has a check-mark next
to it before you share anything.

2. Advanced Tools - Print and Download

Printing
Click the print button (yellow)
to pull up the print dialog
(below), from here you can
print all pages, current page,
or a range of pages.

Download
You can download a PDF of
the Flipbook to save to any
of your devices. Just click
the download button (blue)
and the download will start
automatically!
*once you download a PDF,
most of the Flipbook features
will be disabled since it will no
longer be in a Flipbook format.

